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CEU pre-approval is in process.  ATRA and NCTRC cannot guarantee  
that every session offered for this continuing education opportunity will be granted CEUs. 
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8:00 am – 5:00 pm ATRA Board of Directors Meeting 

ATRA members are welcome to attend! 
 
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm Registration Open 

Main Lobby | Hilton 

 
 
 
 
7:00 am - 8:00 am   Registration Open 

Plaza Ballroom Foyer 
 
 
 
 

8:00 am – 9:30 am  
 .15 CEUs pending | CEU Session #1  

 

 
 

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT AND ITS IMPACT  
ON RECREATIONAL THERAPY 

Mary Ann Keogh Hoss, Ph.D., CTRS, FACHE, FDRT 
 

Join us for a lively keynote on the Affordable Care Act 
and how it impacts the profession.  Come learn about the  

new rules of healthcare! 
 

 
9:30 am – 10:00 am  | MORNING BREAK 
 
 
 

 
WELCOME TO ATRA! 

. 15 CEUs pending | CEU Session #2 
Michael Sutherland, M.Ed., CTRS, Martha Judge, MS, CTRS,  

and Dan Ferguson, Ph.D., CTRS 
 
This session is intended for students and new ATRA members to 
become better acquainted with ATRA, its committees and task 
forces and ways to get involved. We’ll talk about ATRA’s primary 
activities for the coming year and why member involvement is 
crucial to the survival of the organization. Be prepared to 
volunteer and get involved in YOUR organization! 
 
Learning Objectives: Identify four ATRA task forces or committees;  
Identify four activities ATRA is undertaking in 2014;  and Identify at least 
one area of ATRA that attendees would like to get involved in. 

 
 
   
 

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION AND RECOVERY:  
THE PEER SPECIALIST INTERN AND CLIENT 

CONNECTION 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 3 

Fran Samberg, MS, CTRS 
 

Internships have the potential to provide valuable experience 
and supervision for students as well as enhance program 
services. Clients of a psychosocial club for older adults may have 
increased affinity and responsiveness to interns who are older 
have a diagnosed mental illness and are completing a Peer 
Advocacy Program.  In this presentation, the participants will 
learn about JASA Brooklyn Friendship House, a Psycho-social  
Club for Older Adults, and the Howie the Harp Peer Advocate 
Program.  
 

Learning Objectives: Increase participant knowledge of Mental Health 
AXIS I Diagnosis and the challenges the clients and interns face;  
Enhance participant understanding of how Therapeutic Recreation 
benefits both the client and the intern; and Enhance understanding of 
the importance of a positive internship experience and how it prepares 
the individual and improves his/her opportunities for employment, 
particularly for those who might have been considered unemployable.     
 

CONTINUED OPPORTUNITIES FOR  
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION IN SNFS  

AND THE MDS 3.0   
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session #4 

Dawn De Vries, DHA, MPA, CTRS 
 

The MDS 3.0 has been around for several years, but many 
therapeutic recreation specialists working in SNFs continue to 
struggle with this required assessment.  Can therapeutic 
recreation specialists really make a difference for residents in 
SNFs as reflected on the MDS?  What are possible interventions 
and programs that can be provided to impact the MDS? Come 
find out answers to these key questions. 
 

Learning Objectives: Explain the sections of the MDS most likely to be 
completed by the CTRS; Identify two possible interventions that can 
impact the MDS;  Define maintenance, restoration and rehabilitation 
related to working in SNFs and the MDS.     

 
ATRA STANDARDS OF PRACTICE –  

MAKING THE STANDARDS  
WORK FOR YOU! (Part 1 of 2)   
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 5 

(You must attend both sessions in order to earn CEU credit) 
Jim Barrett, MS, LRT/CTRS, Marcia Smith, MA, CTRS, HFS, and 

Carolee Rodrigo, CTRS, RTC  
 

This presentation will review recent changes to the Standards 
and give participants the confidence to implement the ATRA 

SATURDAY ● MARCH 8

SUNDAY ● MARCH 9 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
10:00 am - 11:30 am 

GENERAL SESSION  

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS (cont.)
10:00 am - 11:30 am
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SOP to establish policies and procedures and improve their 
documentation to meet JC, CARF, CMS and other accrediting 
agency guidelines.  It is recommended that participants bring 
the following to make the session more meaningful: 
 copies of their agency’s documentation and a portion of 

their policies and procedures manual  
 a copy of Standards for the Practice of Recreational 

Therapy & Self-Assessment Guide, Revised 2013 Manual  
(A limited number will be available for sale at the 
conference) 

 
Learning Objectives: Develop an understanding for the rationale for 
changes to Standard one and six; Develop the knowledge and skills 
needed to use the ATRA Standards of Practice; Become aware of how 
the SOP can be used to improve services; and Understand the 
relationship between ATRA SOP and other accreditation standards, such 
as JC and CARF. 
 
 
 
 

11:30 am – 1:00 pm  
 .1 CEUs pending | CEU Session #6 

 
 

NETWORKING:  
MAKING IT WORK FOR YOU!  

 

Missy Armstrong,  MS, CTRS/R, FDRT and 
Norma J. Stumbo, Ph.D., CTRS   

 
After discussing networking tricks and tips, attendees will be 

given a structured opportunity to network with colleagues. Bring 
a large stack of business cards and be ready to develop mutually 

beneficial relationships with other TR colleagues. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify two key elements of professional 
networking;  Identify three TR colleagues who may be contacted in the 
future for TR resource sharing; and Identify three benefits of 
professional networking to improvement of TR practice.     
 
 

Strangers are just friends 
you haven’t networked with yet! 

 

 
 

ATRA STANDARDS OF PRACTICE –  
MAKING THE STANDARDS  

WORK FOR YOU! (Part 2 of 2)   
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 5 

(You must attend both sessions in order to earn CEU credit) 
 
 

POETRY AS A TREATMENT INTERVENTION:  
FOR THERAPISTS WHO DON’T WRITE POETRY!   

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session #7 
Emily R. Lawrence, MS, CTRS 

 

Informative and hands-on session that will provide an overview 
of recent research on poetry and creative writing, as well as an 
opportunity to write your own poems. Therapists will leave the 
session feeling comfortable using poetry as a treatment. 
intervention for individuals or groups, as well as a greater 
understanding of possible treatment outcomes. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify at least three types of poetry appropriate 
for beginning writers; Identify targeted outcomes of the intervention for 
their population served; and Identify facilitation techniques used to 
maximize the therapeutic benefits of the intervention.  
 

STRATEGIES FOR GROWING YOUR PROFESSION  
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session #8  

Randy Wyble, MS, CTRS and Dawn De Vries, DHA, MPA, CTRS 
 

How do we grow and increase the recognition of the therapeutic 
recreation profession… at our organizational level, within our 
states, and the national level?  Being an active and engaged 
professional is essential to growing the profession  Learn about 
and share strategies that will help TR grow.  Join the 
Membership Committee to share your ideas on growing 
professional membership and making a difference for the 
therapeutic recreation field. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify two strategies to become active members 
and professionals; State two qualities of professional membership that 
they value; and Express two techniques to grow the TR field.    
 
 

INTERNSHIP PREP 101 
0 CEUs | Session # 9 

Deborah Hutchins, Ed.D., CTRS 
 

Internship Prep 101 will provide important information to 
students who are preparing to secure an appropriate 
therapeutic recreation internship site.  Thoughtful preparation 
regarding the TR internship is essential for a successful 
placement and experience.  This session will review the NCTRC 
requirements of field work experiences and course work 
required prior to starting an internship. The session will also 
offer information on how to search and secure a site and what 

 CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS (cont.)
10:00 am - 11:30 am 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
1:00 pm – 2:30 pm 

GENERAL SESSION & LUNCH
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to consider in making this important career decision.  
Developing a resume and preparing for an interview (either by 
phone or in person) will be discussed.  Students can bring their 
resume for a critique by professionals and practice their 
interview skills with current internship supervisors. The 
internship is a capstone experience for TR students and it can be 
a stepping stone to a job and/or a specific career path Internship 
Prep 101 is designed to prepare students to secure the right 
internship experience and to provide tips for a successful 
internship experience. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify the field placement (internship) 
requirements of NCTRC;  List several resources for internship sites; 
Describe how to determine the appropriateness of an internship site; 
List the critical components of a resume; Identify the steps in preparing 
for a interview (both phone or in person; and Articulate the DO’s and 
DON’Ts  of professional behavior at the internship site  

 
2:30 pm – 3:00 pm  | AFTERNOON BREAK 
 
 

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN  
 
 

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN  
EXTRACURRICULAR ATHLETICS   
 .15 CEUs Pending | CEU Session # 10 

Matthew Frye, MS, CTRS/L 
 

In January of 2013, the US Department of Education released 
guidelines for the inclusion of students with disabilities into 
extracurricular sport activities. This session will explore the 
guidance provided by the government, provide a better 
understanding of the role of RT in the implementation of these 
guidelines, and explain Northeast Passage’s model of sport-
inclusion. 
 

Learning Objectives: Articulate the potential benefits and challenges 
associated with inclusion of students with disabilities into 
extracurricular athletics; Identify and explain legislation impacting 
participation of students with disabilities in extracurricular athletics; 
and Identify at least three major roles for RT in the inclusion of students 
with disabilities in extracurricular athletics. 
 

ATRA’S STRATEGIC PLAN 2013-2018   
.15 CEUs pending  | CEU Session # 11 

Norma J. Stumbo, Ph.D., CTRS 
 

ATRA approved a five-year strategic plan for 2013-2018 that 
highlights eleven strategic initiatives.  Come to this session to 
learn about the major initiatives and our progress thus far. You’ll 
also learn where your involvement is needed and how you can 
help the organization grow and thrive in the coming years. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify four strategic plan initiatives;  Identify four 
task forces or committees involved in the strategic plan; and Identify at 
least one area of the strategic plan in which to become involved.   
 

 
 

 
THERAPEUTIC RECREATION PROGRAMMING  

FOR COMMUNITY REINTEGRATION IN  
PHYSICAL REHABILITATION SETTINGS  

 .15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 12 
Joan Joyce, MS, CTRS 

 
This session will provide an overview of research demonstrating 
positive outcomes from community skills outings and a variety 
of methods to achieve these outcomes.  Specific types of outings 
(leisure skills, public transportation and multi-disciplinary 
groups) and models for specific disabilities (SCI and TBI) will be 
discussed. 
 

Learning Objectives: List research data supporting the benefits of 
community skills training in a physical rehab setting; Describe three 
different ways to develop community skills in a physical rehab setting; 
Identify specific structure and  goals for community skills outing for SCI 
and TBI Multi –Disciplinary outings.     
 

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT 202:   
WHY RT’S MAKE GREAT MANAGERS    

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 13 
Missy Armstrong,  MS, CTRS/R, FDRT 

 

Interactive discussion of opportunities provided by employee 
management; structured hiring, interdisciplinary program and 
team development.  Managing quality staff:  Competency based 
hiring and training, performance feedback, education and 
establishing expectations. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify three strategies to hiring quality staff;  
Identify characteristics of quality team members;  and Define 
competency based management for clinicians.    
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
3:00 – 4:30 pm 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS (cont.)
3:00 – 4:30 pm 

 

Evening On Your Own Or Join Fellow Delegates for a  
PROFESSIONAL  

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY 
5:30-7:30 pm  

Employ techniques you learned during today’s lunch!  
 Join small groups for dinner at various local restaurants.  

Cost of dinner is on your own. More information  
and menus with price ranges will be available on-site.   

This event does not qualify for CEU credit. 
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7:00 am - 8:00 am   Registration Open 

Plaza Ballroom Foyer 
 
 
 
 
 

 “I CAN DO IT” MODEL:  
THE ROLE OF RECREATIONAL THERAPY 

IN HEALTH PROMOTION   
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 14 

Elizabeth Kemeny, Ph.D., CTRS 
 
“I Can Do It” (ICDI) is an innovative recreational therapy model 
which focuses on improving health outcomes over time through 
an individualized program. Two recent public policy initiatives, 
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010’s focus 
on improving care quality and the Office for Civil Rights 
announcement on legal responsibilities of school districts to 
students with disabilities, suggest a need for models in 
recreational therapy practice which address effective discharge  
practices, efficient services, patient self-management, and 
prevention of readmission to hospitals. The ICDI model, using 
evidence-based processes, has the potential to address these 
emerging market needs through specific discharge planning in 
the rehabilitation medical-surgical settings that addresses 
physical or cognitive interventions to build functional capacity 
and in community-based interventions led by recreational 
therapists.  This session will address relevant assessment 
instruments, evidence-based intervention strategies, and 
outcome evaluation in the  “I Can Do It” model. 
 

Learning Objectives: List the functional outcomes for participants in the 
ICDI health promotion program; Describe the specific learning outcomes 
for TR students who learn how to apply the APIE process to health 
promotion activities; Explain the aspects of the Assessment, Planning, 
Implementation, and Evaluate which frame the I Can Do It ICDI model; 
and Describe the steps to initiating an ICDI model for any 
population/treatment area.  
 

CONNECTING TO THE PROFESSION: A WALK 
THROUGH ATRA’S NEW WEBSITE    

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 15 
Jo-Ellen Ross, Ph.D., CTRS and  

Debbie Robinson, MS, CTRS/L, FACHE 
 

ATRA’s new website will provide a one-stop spot for connecting 
to and advancing the RT/TR profession.  This session will take 
you on a tour of the new website and assist you in navigating 
the site for maximum usability. You will be introduced to the 
basics such as how to renew your membership and connect with 
board members, committees, task forces, and treatment 

 
 
 
 
networks; where to find the Code of Ethics, the Annual(s) in TR, 
and public policy information; extensive links to key resources; 
and how to learn more about the workings of ATRA. You will 
preview some of the new exciting parts of the website such as 
the calendar of events, the microsite dedicated to the Joint Task 
Force for Recreation Therapy Licensure, and opportunities for 
exchanging information and social networking. Feel free to bring 
your smart phone or tablet and take the walk with us. 
 
Learning Objectives: Identify where to find 5 different items relevant to 
the advancement of RT/TR on ATRA’s website;  Identify three means 
that the website can assist you in keeping up-to-date with the 
profession; and Discuss how ATRA’s new website can assist in the 
further development and promotion of the profession.    
 

FAMILY FUN: INCORPORATING FAMILIES  
INTO RECREATION THERAPY PROGRAMMING  

FOR PEDIATRICS  
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 16 

Jana L.Teagle, CTRS, CCLS, CBIS 
 

This session presents a review of literature on a family’s role in 
influencing a child’s functioning and participation in play and  
leisure, and the implications for RT services to provide 
intervention to the family. It is specifically focused on children 
with special needs and/or chronic medical conditions. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify three psychosocial needs for families of 
children with special needs; Identify three ways to provide intervention 
to families within the scope of RT practice; Develop an action plan to 
address the family in a child’s treatment plan; List three ways to 
incorporate siblings specifically into treatment and interventions; and 
Develop an action plan to address the family in a child’s treatment plan.  
 

POWER OF PROFESSIONALISM (Part 1 of 2)  
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 17 

(You must attend both sessions in order to earn CEU credit) 
Deborah Hutchins, Ed.D., CTRS 

 

This session will provide an overview of professionalism and 
professional development. The presentation features a model of 
Professionalism for TR that includes the components of 
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities; Image; and Relationship Building. 
Given the setting of the 2014 Mid Year – there will be specific 
emphasis placed on the responsibilities of professionals to 
network & advocate for the profession (including the individuals 
we serve) from a public policy  perspective.  The session should 
help new and seasoned professionals to think about how they 
can enhance their professionalism to be successful in the 
workplace and beyond.  The session will include several 
activities that include a self assessments and the development 
of a professional development action plan. 
 

MONDAY ● MARCH 10 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS 
8:00 am – 9:30 am 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
8:00 am – 9:30 am (cont.) 
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Learning Objectives: Identify elements of professionalism;  Describe how 
professionalism can enhance success in the workplace;  List the 
expectations of TR practice and identify how “professionalism” can 
positively address these expectations; and Identify a personal plan to 
enhance personal professionalism.    
 
9:30 am – 10:00 am | MORNING  BREAK 
 
 
 
 
 

POWER OF PROFESSIONALISM (Part 2 of 2) 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 17 

 (You must attend both sessions in order to earn CEU credit) 
Deborah Hutchins, Ed.D., CTRS 

        ________________________________________ 
 

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION INTERVENTIONS IN  
OUTDOOR SITUATION FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH  

MENTAL DISABILITIES 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 18 

Yasuko Takeuchi, MA, CTRS 
The session will begin with a lecture about therapeutic 
recreational activities in outdoor situations. It will cover the  
benefits and goals of practical outdoor activities for individuals 
with mental disabilities.  This will be followed by demonstration 
of Handicrafts, wall hanging, such as knotting, decorating, and 
calligraphy.   To conclude, it will show how these activities can 
aid people with mental disabilities. 
 
Learning Objectives: Identify how individuals with mental disabilities are 
supported in western Japan;  Identify a minimum of five effects of 
therapeutic recreational camping on the camper and their families; and 
Demonstrate how handicrafts activities enable individuals with mental 
disabilities to adapt better to their social environment.   
 

DEFINING OURSELVES AS A PROFESSION   
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 19 

Teresa M. Beck, Ph.D., CTRS and Dana R. Dempsey, MS, CTRS 
 

One initiative of ATRA’s 2013-2018 Strategic Plan includes a task 
force to review current and past definitions of Therapeutic 
Recreation, seek feedback regarding ATRA’s past and current 
definitions of Therapeutic Recreation, and propose a new 
definition of Therapeutic Recreation, if necessary, based on 
feedback.  This session allows one of many opportunities to 
directly provide feedback on drafts of the definition statement.  
Let us hear your voice! 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify three past definitions  of  Therapeutic 
Recreation used in the profession; Identify three current definitions of 
Therapeutic Recreation used in the literature and practice; Identify two 
themes  which emerged from members’ feedback regarding a definition 
of Therapeutic Recreation for ATRA; and Provide at minimum one 
comment for constructive feedback on newly proposed definition of 
Therapeutic Recreation (should feedback warrant a new definition).    

 

 
 
 

RT’S PRESENCE IN THE NEW HEALTH  
CARE MARKET:  JUSTIFYING THE EXISTENCE  

OF THE PROFESSION FROM A  
MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE  

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 20 
Missy Armstrong,  MS, CTRS/R, FDRT 

 

This session will include  discussion of the relevance of RT in the 
inpatient setting, productivity measures to ensure the relevance 
of RT, understanding of the cost structure of the RT position 
within the facility, and maximizing direct patient care as part of 
a interdisciplinary team. 
 
Learning Objectives: Understand trends of inpatient health care and 
relevance to the RT profession; Review productivity standards within the 
nation, and attach that standard to cost; and Review potential 
efficiencies of the RT position and it’s support to the interdisciplinary 
team.    
 
11:30 am - 1:00 pm | LUNCH ON YOUR OWN 
 
 
 
 

THE JOINT TASK FORCE FOR  
RECREATIONAL THERAPY LICENSURE 

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 21 
Debbie Robinson, MS, CTRS/L, FACHE and Bob Riley, Ph.D., CTRS 

 

Licensure is a critical topic for the Recreational Therapy 
profession and we have made a lot of progress in just a few 
short years.  Join us for a discussion of the rationale for licensure 
as well as and update on the national effort to have states enact 
licensure laws. 
 

Learning Objectives: Describe rationale for RT state licensure; Describe 
the methodology for achieving state licensure; Describe the current 
status of RT state licensure within the US; Demonstrate an 
understanding of how NCTRC certification compliments the 
establishment of RT state licensure within the US; and Articulate several 
issues challenging the movement for state licensure.  

 
EVIDENCED-BASED OUTCOMES  

FOR SELF-EXPRESSION 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 22 
Danny Pettry II, MEd, MS, NCC, CTRS 

 

Improve the participant’s mastery of implementing a journaling/ 
self-expression program when appropriate for an individualized 
intervention plan. The focus will be on the stress management 
and overall health outcomes through the use of journaling/ self-
expression. 
 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
10:00 am – 11:30 am 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS (cont.)
10:00 am – 11:30 am 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS
1:00 pm – 2:30 pm 
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Learning Objectives: Identify the therapeutic and healing benefits for 
journaling and expressing emotions; Identify concepts needed for 
expressing emotions via journaling, talking, or artistic expression;  
Identify adaptive techniques for journaling; and Identify concepts for 
motivating participants to being journaling when it would be in their 
best interest . 
 
 

PREPARING TO TAKE THE NCTRC EXAM  
0 CEUs | Session # 23 

Norma J. Stumbo, Ph.D., CTRS 
 

This session will address the specifics of the NCTRC exam and 
how best to prepare for taking it.  It will cover details such as the 
number and kinds of items included, the computerized format 
and experience, and how best to prepare to increase your 
chances for success.  Strategies and resources will be covered. 
This session will not cover information about the sitting 
requirements and other standards of NCTRC. (CEUs are not 
available for this session). 
 

Learning Objectives: Name two areas of the NCTRC Job Analysis; Name 
two percentages of item categories as distributed across the NCTRC Job 
Analysis; and Name 4 basic strategies and resources for taking the 
NCTRC exam. 
 
 

PUBLICATION BOOT CAMP  
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 24 

Marcia Jean Carter, Re.D., CPRP, CTRS, Ellen Broach, Ed.D., CTRS,  
Alexis McKenney, Ph.D., CTRS, and  

Nancy E. Richeson, Ph.D., CTRS 
 

Come meet the editors of the Annual in Therapeutic Recreation, 
Therapeutic Recreation Journal, and American Journal of 
Recreation Therapy where we will discuss how to use the 
journals as a tool to promote evidence-based practice and 
practice-based evidence, with the goal of promoting networks 
that support professional writing. If you have ever wanted to 
write for publication, but did not know where to start, then join 
us for this interactive session that will have you motivated to 
turn your innovative intervention into a peer-reviewed 
publication. 
 
Learning Objectives: Understand the three journals and their purposes; 
Articulate how to use the three journals as a tool for evidence-based 
practice and practice-based intervention; Develop a plan for developing 
networks of professionals that support professional writing; and Gain 
knowledge of ways to publish your work.    
 
 
2:30 pm-3:00 pm  | AFTERNOON BREAK 
 

 
 

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES  
TREATMENT NETWORK UPDATE 

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 25 
Cassandra McMinn, MS, CTRS 

 

This session will provide updates on the development of the 
treatment network in the past year, current issues within the 
Developmental Disabilities treatment network and an 
opportunity for collaboration in determining the mission and 
goals for the network.   This session will also give participants an 
opportunity to learn about the settings that CTRS’s may be 
working with individuals with developmental disabilities. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify and discuss three of the network’s 
accomplishments and three goal areas for the year; Define the mission 
of the network Identify and discuss three current challenges and how 
they affect our treatment network and profession; and Develop and 
understand the work plan, goals, and steps to achieve these goals for 
the network in the upcoming year.   

 
ATRA’S EBP TASKFORCE:  

FINDING AND APPLYING THE EVIDENCE 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 26 

Gretchen Snethen, Ph.D., CTRS and  
Gena Bell Vargas, Ph.D., CTRS 

 
 

 

Evidence based practice (EBP) is a common phrase in health 
care. ATRA has constituted a taskforce specific to EBP which will 
identify the most common assessments, interventions, and 
outcomes in the major populations. TR professionals serve and 
identify the existing evidence and evidence gaps. This session 
serves two purposes: (1) introduce the profession to the EBP 
Taskforce goals and (2) provide practitioners with strategies to 
identify EBP and implement it in practice. Participants are 
encouraged to bring laptops and/or tablets to conduct searches 
on their topic of interest. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify the major goals of the EBP task force and 
ways they may be included in the process; Identify three reasons why 
practitioners should use evidence based practice in their setting of 
interest; Identify three essential criteria of identifying evidence based 
practice; Identify a minimum of three sources of evidence based 
practice available outside of the conference; and Develop a strategy to 
find and evaluate the evidence for an intervention in a specific 
population.   

 
 
 

 
 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS (cont.)
1:00 pm – 2:30 pm 

CONCURRENT EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS (cont.)
3:00 pm – 4:30 pm 
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MANAGING EFFECTIVELY IN A CONSTANTLY  
CHANGING HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT    

 

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 27 
Mary Ann Keogh Hoss, Ph.D., CTRS, FACHE 

 

This session will provide an overview of national trends in 
Healthcare.  In the discussion of trends, strategies for managing, 
surviving and thriving in recreational therapy will be discussed. 

 
Learning Objectives: Define the triple aim; Discuss three strategies for 
managing change; and Identify opportunities for  RT programs. 
 

MARKETING RT/TR ON A UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 
0 CEUs | Session # 28 

Students from California State University Long Beach 
 

How do RT programs market themselves on their respective 
campuses? This session will identify ways RT, as a major, is 
marketed on the California State University Long Beach campus. 
Students will share recruitment and marketing strategies that 
have made RT one of the fastest growing majors on the Long 
Beach campus. 
 

Learning Objectives: Verbally state three ways to market RT on a 
University campus; Identify three methods of recruitment that work on 
a University campus; and Verbally describe trends in healthcare that 
impact campus majors   
 
 
 

 
5:00 – 6:30 pm  

 .15 CEUs pending | CEU Session 29 
 

INTERFACING WITH YOUR ELECTED OFFICIAL  
ON YOUR INITIATIVE 

 

Peter W. Thomas, JD 
 

This session will address how to interface with elected officials 
in advocacy for Recreational Therapy Practice. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify two keys to interacting with elected 
officials; Explain how a Recreational Therapists can best deliver their 
legislative agenda; and Identify the primary concern they will be 
discussing with their Congressional Representative regarding the status 
of Recreational Therapy and Federal Healthcare initiatives.     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
7:00 am - 8:00 am   Registration Open 

Plaza Ballroom Foyer 
 
 
 

 
8:00 am – 9:30 am 

 

LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 101:  
HOW LEGISLATION HAPPENS  

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 30 
Richard Williams, Ed.D, LRT/CTRS 

 

This session will: (a) explain the importance of engagement in 
the federal legislative process; (b) 
provide a practical overview of how 
federal laws are enacted; and (c) will set 
the stage for upcoming ATRA initiatives 
to benefit recreational therapy. 
 

Learning Objectives:  Identify two keys to 
interacting with elected officials; Explain 
how RTs can best deliver their  
legislative agenda; and Identify primary 
concerns they will be discussing with 
Congressional Representatives. 

 
 
9:30 am – 10:00 am | MORNING  BREAK 
 

 
 

10:00 am -11:30 am  
 

 ORGANIZING RECREATIONAL THERAPY 
PROFESSIONALS TO ADDRESS STATE  

AND NATIONAL ISSUES 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 31 

Thomas K. Skalko, Ph.D., LRT/CTRS, FDRT, Richard Williams, 
Ed.D., LRT/CTRS, and Diane Skalko, MS, LRT/CTRS 

 

This session will present concrete strategies for organizing 
recreational therapists to address state and national issues 
relevant to the profession and the people we serve. The 
ultimate outcome is the creation of state level networks to 
respond to both state and national public policy initiatives on 
behalf of our constituents and the profession. 
 

Learning Objectives: Demonstrate understanding of strategies 
necessary in the establishment of public policy initiatives at the state 
and national level; Identify at least five strategies to affect public policy 
that may prove effective in their state; and Establish a working plan for 
the implementation of a state level public policy effort.   
 
   
 

 EVENING GENERAL SESSION 

MONDAY, MARCH 10  (cont.) 

 
6:30 pm -7:30 pm 
ATRA MID-YEAR RECEPTION 
 
Immediately following the general session, join ATRA’s 
Public Policy committee for a reception in the hotel 
atrium.  All registrants are encouraged to attend. 

TUESDAY ● MARCH 11

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS 
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2:00 pm –  3:30 pm 
PREPARING FOR THE  

DAY ON THE HILL (PART 1)  
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 33 

Thomas K. Skalko, Ph.D., LRT/CTRS, FDRT, Richard Williams, 
Ed.D., LRT/CTRS, and Diane Skalko, MS, LRT/CTRS 

 

This session will provide an overview of the talking points for the 
Day on the Hill, the do’s and don’ts of legislative interaction, 
strategies and etiquette for talking to legislators, logistics of 
capitol hill.  Breakout sessions to strategize appointments and 
role play in an effort to advance the profession of Recreational 
Therapy. 
 

Learning Objectives: Discuss the talking points for hill appointments 
which will help to advance the profession of Recreational Therapy 
through advocacy and education; Identify how to follow up with 
legislators regarding the hill appointment and advocacy efforts; and 
Develop strategies developed for hill appointments in order to 
communicate effectively with legislators.     
 

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm | AFTERNOON BREAK 
 

 
4:00 pm – 5:30 pm 

PREPARING FOR THE  
DAY ON THE HILL (PART 2)  

.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 33 
Thomas K. Skalko, Ph.D., LRT/CTRS, FDRT, Richard Williams, 

Ed.D., LRT/CTRS, and Diane Skalko, MS, LRT/CTRS 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7:00 am –  Delegates leave for the Hill.  Specific 
instructions will be provided to all 
attendees. 
 

 

9:00 am – 10:00 am – Session held on the Hill 
FEDERAL HEALTHCARE POLICY:  

WHAT IS THE CLIMATE?  
.1 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 34 

Congressman Glenn ‘GT’ Thompson, (PA-5) 
 

This session will address current Federal Healthcare policy and 
the landscape for Recreational Therapy Practice. 
 

Learning Objectives: Identify the direction of Federal Healthcare; Explain 
the manner in which Recreational Therapy might fit into Federal 
Healthcare in the future; and Identify three concerns they might want to 
discuss with their Congressman regarding the status of Recreational 
Therapy and Federal Healthcare initiatives.     
 

DAY ON CAPITOL HILL FOR RECREATIONAL THERAPY  
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 35 

 

This session will provide an opportunity for grassroots advocacy 
of participating Recreational Therapists.  CTRSs will coordinate 
and meet with their US House of Representatives and US 
Senators to discuss key issues of services provided by 
Recreational Therapists and how this will impact consumers 
served in in various settings. 
 

Learning Objectives: Meet and discuss with their US House of 
Representatives and US Senators critical issues for Recreational Therapy 
and the consumers served in various settings that recreational 
therapists work; Meet and discuss with their US House of 
Representatives and US Senators critical issues access to health care 
services including recreational therapy; and Complete a form that 
provides specific details of areas addressed during meetings and a 
summary of information provided from the congressional offices.    
 

6:00 pm – 7:00 pm 
DEBRIEFING CAPITOL HILL VISITS  

.1 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 36 
Facilitated By ATRA Federal Public Policy Team:  

Thomas K. Skalko, Ph.D., LRT/CTRS, Diane Skalko, MS, LRT/CTRS, 
and Richard Williams, Ed.D., LRT/CTRS 

 

This session will provide an opportunity for participants to 
debrief and summarize visits made to Congressional leaders 
regarding issues related to recreational therapy. 
 

Learning Objectives: Meet and discuss with other participants hill visits 
they participated in with Congressional Leaders;  Identify follow-up they 
will need to complete with Congressional Leaders; and, Complete a form 
that provides specific details of areas addressed during meetings and a 
summary of information provided from the congressional offices. 
 

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS 
Tuesday, March 11 (cont.) 

WEDNESDAY ● MARCH 12
DAY ON THE HILL

11:45 am – 1:30 pm  
 

GENERAL SESSION AND LUNCH: 
CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS IN  

FEDERAL PUBLIC POLICY AND IMPLICATIONS  
FOR RECREATIONAL THERAPY 
.15 CEUs pending | CEU Session # 32 

Peter W. Thomas, JD 
 

This session will address the current state of affairs in federal 
public policy and the challenges that confront the 
recreational therapy profession.  Specific agenda items for 
discussion with legislative representatives will be provided. 
 
Learning Objectives: Identify three issues at the federal public policy 
level that confront services to individuals with health and disabling 
condition;  Accurately identify a legislative or regulatory issue that 
relates to recreational therapy practice; and State their concern to 
their elected official. 
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RECOMMENDED DRESS 
Casual business attire is the preferred dress for ATRA 
conferences. The host committee suggests that you dress 
in layers as temperatures and weather patterns can vary 
significantly throughout the day. Don’t forget to bring your 
sweater or jacket to the sessions as temperatures may 
vary within meeting facilities. 
 
CHILDREN 
ATRA welcomes children at the conference, however, 
educational sessions are designed for a professional 
audience. Please plan accordingly and do not bring small 
children or infants to sessions. 
 
CONFERENCE PACKAGES 
A full package includes breakfast and lunch on Sunday, a 
social on Monday, and lunch on Tuesday and all 
educational  sessions.  Daily registrants and guests may 
purchase tickets for meals on-site. Additional fees apply 
for all conference attendees for CEUs. 
 
ATRA BOOKSTORE 
ATRA publications and trademarked items can be 
purchased at the registration desk for post conference 
delivery. 
 
CELL PHONES 
Please turn off your cell phones during conference events.  
Ringing cell phones or pagers are disruptive to presenters 
and other attendees. 
 
NAME TAGS 
For security purposes, please have your name tag on 
throughout the day, when attending conference events. 
Hotel staff and ATRA volunteers will be checking for name 
tags to ensure that those in the hotel are guests and 
should be here. You may not be admitted to conference 
activities or sessions without a name tag. 
 
SAFETY 
Please be aware of the people and events around you.  
Pay attention and know your destination, and the best 
way to reach it. Build awareness of unknown 
surroundings. Go out with someone else, particularly at 
night. Establish a “buddy system” with another attendee, 
share schedules and check on each other. Also, please 
remember to remove your name badge when leaving the 
conference area. 

 
 
ROLLS 'N RICE $$ 
http://www.rollsnrice.com/ 
Rolls ‘n Rice is a beautifully decorated Japanese restaurant 
with an array of Japanese dishes and sushi. The classy 
modern setting allows for a comfortable atmosphere in 
which you can enjoy your meal. Our menu includes various 
rolls, delicious dinner platters, bento boxes, quality sushi 
and a few Korean dishes as well. 
Take a right as you exit the convention center. At the stop sign, turn 
right again. You'll see a strip mall called The Shops at Congressional 
Village across the highway to your left. Continue to the stop light where 
there is a crosswalk. Go left. Rolls 'n Rice is located in this strip mall. 
 
Maria's Bakery $ 
Maria's Bakery also houses a Hong Kong style restaurant 
serving sushi, sweets, congee, stir fry, and bubble tea. 
Follow directions for Rice 'N Rolls . Maria's is in the same strip mall. 
 
Mosaic Cuisine and Café $$ 
http://www.mosaiccuisine.com/  
Mosaic Cuisine and Cafe was featured by Zagat as Best 
Eclectic Restaurants in D.C. Their signature dish is sweet & 
savory waffle sandwiches, and they serve other French-
accented eats amid art-filled walls. Customers rave about 
their potato hash, vanilla cheese cake, the traditional 
breakfast, mushroom soup, and the beef bourguignon. 
Follow directions for Rice 'N Rolls and continue West down Halpin less 
than a block. Mosaic is on your left. 

Armand's Pizzaria and Grille $$ 
http://www.armandspizza.com/ 
Deep-dish pies star at this pizzeria offering a daily lunch 
buffet & weekend dinner buffet. People talk about dish 
pizza, deep dish, steak and cheese, Chicago style pizza and 
lunch buffet. 
Armand's is next door to Mosaic. 

SUBWAY $  
QDoba $  
Kenny's Sub Shop $ 
Take a right as you exit the convention center 
then a left at the stop sign.Cross right at Bouic 
Avenue and proceed left, Southeast, down 
Rockville Pike.Take a right at Rollins Avenue. 
SUBWAY and QDoba are in the shopping 
center across the road on your left. Kenny's 
Sub Shop is on the same side of the road 
farther down.

 GENERAL INFORMATION  QUICK EATS IN THE AREA


